TOP 5
CRAFT COCKTAIL
BARS
IN BROOKLYN, NY
Brooklyn is filled with cosy little speakeasy-type bars that
draw you in to their dark, candlelit living rooms with
promises of velvet armchairs, a crackling fireplace and
delicious cocktails made by talented mixologists at the top
of their game. We've focussed on two key neighbourhoods
for you with a taste of everything to suit any palate.
by Concierge99.com
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CLOVER CLUB  COBBLE HILL

To many, the original and best, the one all others take their cue from;
Clover Club will show up on any favourite list for Cocktails in Brooklyn.
With a seasonal menu created by its own bartenders that takes advantage
of the best ingredients available, there'll be plenty to try from spring to
winter. With its dark interior and cosy back room fireplace, you won't want
to step back outside the door, especially when you taste the delicious bar
snacks like macaroni cheese and steak tartare.
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EXTRA FANCY  WILLIAMSBURG

Part of the fun of drinking cocktails is the opportunity to discover
their hilarious names making tongue-in-cheek references to pop
culture, local legends or according to any whim of the mixologist.
Enter: Extra Fancy, a casual New England seafood shack-inspired
bar and restaurant with cool bartenders, great food and those
famous cocktails. Apart from having to try each cocktail on the
menu, make sure to get a Lobster Roll, deviled eggs and the honey
buttered pancakes, omg...
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LEYENDA  COBBLE HILL

While you're in Cobble Hill visiting Clover Club, pop in to nearby
Leyenda, a Latin-inspired cocktail bar by some of the same crew.
Come for the impressive collection of Central and South
American spirits (tequila, mezcal, rum, pisco, etc.) and stay for the
award-winning bartenders mixing unique drink after incredible
drink for you. Take advantage of the roomy backyard for summer
Brooklyn drinking, a serious pastime in this neck of the woods,
and sample the bar snack menu filled with tasty treats.
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MAISON PREMIERE  WILLIAMSBURG

Regulars boast of the fantastic raw oyster bar, seafood towers, busy
5pm happy hour (get there at 4:30pm for any hope of a seat) and the
plethora of interesting and incredible tasting cocktails (house spirit
is Absinthe) made with precision and skill by the friendly (but busy!)
bartending staff. Enjoy the '20's atmosphere and stylish interior,
elbow to elbow with a daily crowd of locals hoping to keep the place
to themselves and the inevitable visitors who have found out the
secret of this amazing place (no thanks to us!).
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THE SHANTY  WILLIAMSBURG

When your bar is supplied with spirits from your own distillery,
namely New York Distilling Company, you know the drinks are
going to be top-notch, the ingredients on point and the
attention to detail impeccable. With more focus on stellar
ingredients than fixed recipes, chat with the mixologists to
create a drink perfect for you and your tastes.
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